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  The Great Book of Chocolate David Lebovitz,2004-04-15 A compact connoisseur's guide, with
recipes, to today's cutting-edge array of chocolates and chocolate makers from former Chez Panisse
pastry chef David Lebovitz. In this compact volume, David Lebovitz gives a succinct cacao botany
lesson, explains the process of chocolate making, runs through chocolate terminology and types,
presents information on health benefits, offers an evaluating and buying primer, profiles the world's
top chocolate makers and chocolatiers (with a whole chapter dedicated to Paris alone!), and shares
dozens of little-known factoids in sidebars throughout the book. The Great Book of Chocolate
includes more than 50 location and food photographs, and features more than 30 of Lebovitz's
favorite chocolate recipes‚ from Black-Bottom Cupcakes to Homemade Rocky Road Candy, Orange
and Rum Chocolate Mousse Cake to Double Chocolate Chip Espresso Cookies. His extensive
resource section (with websites for international ordering) can bring the world's best chocolate to
every door. A self-avowed chocoholic, Lebovitz nibbles chocolate every day‚ and with The Great Book
of Chocolate in hand, he figures the rest of us will too.
  Good to Great Jim Collins,2001-10-16 The Challenge Built to Last, the defining management
study of the nineties, showed how great companies triumph over time and how long-term sustained
performance can be engineered into the DNA of an enterprise from the verybeginning. But what
about the company that is not born with great DNA? How can good companies, mediocre companies,
even bad companies achieve enduring greatness? The Study For years, this question preyed on the
mind of Jim Collins. Are there companies that defy gravity and convert long-term mediocrity or
worse into long-term superiority? And if so, what are the universal distinguishing characteristics
that cause a company to go from good to great? The Standards Using tough benchmarks, Collins and
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his research team identified a set of elite companies that made the leap to great results and
sustained those results for at least fifteen years. How great? After the leap, the good-to-great
companies generated cumulative stock returns that beat the general stock market by an average of
seven times in fifteen years, better than twice the results delivered by a composite index of the
world's greatest companies, including Coca-Cola, Intel, General Electric, and Merck. The
Comparisons The research team contrasted the good-to-great companies with a carefully selected
set of comparison companies that failed to make the leap from good to great. What was different?
Why did one set of companies become truly great performers while the other set remained only
good? Over five years, the team analyzed the histories of all twenty-eight companies in the study.
After sifting through mountains of data and thousands of pages of interviews, Collins and his crew
discovered the key determinants of greatness -- why some companies make the leap and others
don't. The Findings The findings of the Good to Great study will surprise many readers and shed
light on virtually every area of management strategy and practice. The findings include: Level 5
Leaders: The research team was shocked to discover the type of leadership required to achieve
greatness. The Hedgehog Concept (Simplicity within the Three Circles): To go from good to great
requires transcending the curse of competence. A Culture of Discipline: When you combine a culture
of discipline with an ethic of entrepreneurship, you get the magical alchemy of great results.
Technology Accelerators: Good-to-great companies think differently about the role of technology.
The Flywheel and the Doom Loop: Those who launch radical change programs and wrenching
restructurings will almost certainly fail to make the leap. “Some of the key concepts discerned in the
study,” comments Jim Collins, fly in the face of our modern business culture and will, quite frankly,
upset some people.” Perhaps, but who can afford to ignore these findings?
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  Great Books David Denby,2013-06-18 THE NATIONAL BESTSELLER At the age of forty-eight,
writer and film critic David Denby returned to Columbia University and re-enrolled in two core
courses in Western civilization to confront the literary and philosophical masterpieces -- the great
books -- that are now at the heart of the culture wars. In Great Books, he leads us on a glorious tour,
a rediscovery and celebration of such authors as Homer and Boccaccio, Locke and Nietzsche.
Conrad and Woolf. The resulting personal odyssey is an engaging blend of self-discovery, cultural
commentary, reporting, criticism, and autobiography -- an inspiration for anyone in love with the
written word.
  Great Books Reader, The John Mark Reynolds,2011-09 This anthology includes excerpts from
thirty of the greatest works in western literature, and essays about those works written by
distinguished professors, lecturers, and authors--Provided by publisher.
  The Great Book of King Arthur John Matthews,2022-06-21 Foreword by Neil Gaiman The
world’s leading Arthurian authority reimagines one of the most beloved and influential legends—the
story of King Arthur and his Knights—for a new century in this gorgeous keepsake edition,
illustrated with luminous full-color paintings and drawings by internationally acclaimed Tolkien
artist John Howe. The stories of King Arthur and Merlin, Lancelot and Guinevere, Galahad, Gawain,
Tristan and the rest of the Knights of the Roundtable, and the search for the Holy Grail have been
beloved for centuries and are the inspiration of many modern fantasy novels, films, and shows.
These legends began when an obscure Celtic hero named Arthur stepped on to the stage of history
sometime in the sixth century, generating a host of oral tales that would be inscribed some 900
years later by Thomas Malory in his classic Morte D’Arthur (The Death of Arthur). The Great Book of
King Arthur brings these legends into the modern age, using accessible prose for contemporary
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readers for the first time. In addition to the stories in Morte D’Arthur, John Matthews includes many
tales of Arthur and his knights either unknown to Malory or written in other languages, such as the
story of Avenable, the girl brought up as a boy who becomes a famous knight; Morien, whose
adventures are as fantastic and exciting as any found in Malory’s work; and a retelling of the life of
Round Table favorite Gawain, from his strange birth to his upbringing among the poor to his
ascension to the highest position—Emperor of Rome. In addition, there are some of the earliest tales
of Arthur, deriving from the tradition of Celtic storytelling. The epic hero is represented in such
powerful stories as “The Adventures of Eagle-boy” and “The Coming of Merlin,” which is based on
the early medieval text Vita Merlini and tells a completely new version of the great enchanter’s
story. The Great Book of King Arthur includes 15 full-color paintings and 25 pencil drawings.
  Great by Choice Jim Collins,Morten T. Hansen,2011-10-11 Ten years after the worldwide
bestseller Good to Great, Jim Collins returns withanother groundbreaking work, this time to ask:
why do some companies thrive inuncertainty, even chaos, and others do not? Based on nine years of
research,buttressed by rigorous analysis and infused with engaging stories, Collins andhis colleague
Morten Hansen enumerate the principles for building a truly greatenterprise in unpredictable,
tumultuous and fast-moving times. This book isclassic Collins: contrarian, data-driven and uplifting.
  What Makes This Book So Great Jo Walton,2014-01-21 As any reader of Jo Walton's Among
Others might guess, Walton is both an inveterate reader of SF and fantasy, and a chronic re-reader
of books. In 2008, then-new science-fiction mega-site Tor.com asked Walton to blog regularly about
her re-reading—about all kinds of older fantasy and SF, ranging from acknowledged classics, to
guilty pleasures, to forgotten oddities and gems. These posts have consistently been among the most
popular features of Tor.com. Now this volumes presents a selection of the best of them, ranging
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from short essays to long reassessments of some of the field's most ambitious series. Among
Walton's many subjects here are the Zones of Thought novels of Vernor Vinge; the question of what
genre readers mean by mainstream; the underappreciated SF adventures of C. J. Cherryh; the field's
many approaches to time travel; the masterful science fiction of Samuel R. Delany; Salman Rushdie's
Midnight's Children; the early Hainish novels of Ursula K. Le Guin; and a Robert A. Heinlein novel
you have most certainly never read. Over 130 essays in all, What Makes This Book So Great is an
immensely readable, engaging collection of provocative, opinionated thoughts about past and
present-day fantasy and science fiction, from one of our best writers. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
  Rescuing Socrates Roosevelt Montas,2023-03-21 A Dominican-born academic tells the story of
how the Great Books transformed his life—and why they have the power to speak to people of all
backgrounds What is the value of a liberal education? Traditionally characterized by a rigorous
engagement with the classics of Western thought and literature, this approach to education is all but
extinct in American universities, replaced by flexible distribution requirements and ever-narrower
academic specialization. Many academics attack the very idea of a Western canon as chauvinistic,
while the general public increasingly doubts the value of the humanities. In Rescuing Socrates,
Dominican-born American academic Roosevelt Montás tells the story of how a liberal education
transformed his life, and offers an intimate account of the relevance of the Great Books today,
especially to members of historically marginalized communities. Montás emigrated from the
Dominican Republic to Queens, New York, when he was twelve and encountered the Western
classics as an undergraduate in Columbia University’s renowned Core Curriculum, one of America’s
last remaining Great Books programs. The experience changed his life and determined his
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career—he went on to earn a PhD in English and comparative literature, serve as director of
Columbia’s Center for the Core Curriculum, and start a Great Books program for low-income high
school students who aspire to be the first in their families to attend college. Weaving together
memoir and literary reflection, Rescuing Socrates describes how four authors—Plato, Augustine,
Freud, and Gandhi—had a profound impact on Montás’s life. In doing so, the book drives home what
it’s like to experience a liberal education—and why it can still remake lives.
  The Great Ideas Mortimer Jerome Adler,1999 Previously published: New York : Macmillan,
1992.
  Great American Hot Dog Book Becky Mercuri,2007-03-13 The Great American Hot Dog Book
reveals the inside story of how the hot dog became one of America's favorite food icons. This
collection is also loaded with frank recipes from across the nation as well as recipes for out-of-this-
world fries, sauces, sides, and more.
  How to Think About the Great Ideas Mortimer Adler,2000-03-01 Time magazine called Mortimer
J. Adler a philosopher for everyman. In this guide to considering the big questions, Adler addresses
the topics all men and women ponder in the course of life, such as What is love?, How do we decide
the right thing to do?, and, What does it mean to be good? Drawing on his extensive knowledge of
Western literature, history, and philosophy, the author considers what is meant by democracy, law,
emotion, language, truth, and other abstract concepts in light of more than two millennia of Western
civilization and discourse. Adler's essays offer a remarkable and contemplative distillation of the
Great Ideas of Western Thought.
  Great Work, Great Career Stephen R. Covey,Jennifer Colosimo,2009 Stephen Covey reveals how
to hurdle economic disaster while staying on the path for a successful future. Here, listeners will
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discove.
  Beyond Great Arindam Bhattacharya,Nikolaus Lang,Jim Hemerling,2020-10-06 Great is no
longer good enough. Beyond Great delivers a powerful new playbook of 9 core strategies to thrive in
a post-COVID world where all the rules of the game are being re-written. Beyond Great answers to
two fundamental questions which face business leaders today in a world shaped by daunting and
disruptive technological, economic, and social change. First, what is outstanding performance in this
new volatile era? Second, how do we build competitive advantage in a world with new and often
uncertain rules? Supported by years of research and hands-on consulting practice, this book
presents a comprehensive framework for building a high performing, resilient, adaptive, and socially
responsible global company. The book begins by taking an incisive look at these disruptive forces
transforming globalization, including economic nationalism; the boom in data flows and digital
commerce; the rise of China; heightened public concerns about capitalism and the environment; and
the emergence of borderless communities of digitally connected consumers. Distilled from the study
of hundreds of companies and interviews with dozens of business leaders, the authors have distilled
nine core strategies – the new winning playbook of the 21st century. Beyond Great argues that
business leaders today must lead with a new kind of openness, flexibility and light-footedness,
constantly layering in new strategies and operational norms atop existing ones to allow for always-
on transformation. Leaders must master a whole new set of rules about what it takes to be global,
becoming shapeshifters adept at handling contradiction, multiplicity, and nuance. This book will
show them how.
  On Reading Well Karen Swallow Prior,2018-09-04 ★ Publishers Weekly starred review A Best
Book of 2018 in Religion, Publishers Weekly Reading great literature well has the power to cultivate
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virtue, says acclaimed author Karen Swallow Prior. In this book, she takes readers on a guided tour
through works of great literature both ancient and modern, exploring twelve virtues that
philosophers and theologians throughout history have identified as most essential for good character
and the good life. Covering authors from Henry Fielding to Cormac McCarthy, Jane Austen to
George Saunders, and Flannery O'Connor to F. Scott Fitzgerald, Prior explores some of the most
compelling universal themes found in the pages of classic books, helping readers learn to love life,
literature, and God through their encounters with great writing. The book includes end-of-chapter
reflection questions geared toward book club discussions, original artwork throughout, and a
foreword by Leland Ryken. The hardcover edition was named a Best Book of 2018 in Religion by
Publishers Weekly. [A] lively treatise on building character through books.'--Publishers Weekly
(starred review)
  Peter the Great Diane Stanley,1999-08-25 Peter the Great, crowned tsar of Russia at the age of
ten, believed that whatever he wanted he should have -- and the sooner the better. What he wanted
most was to bring his beloved country into the modem world. He traveled to the West to learn
European ways -- the first tsar ever to leave Russia -- disguised as a common soldier. He explored
the West with excitement and curiosity and returned home ready to undertake a series of
momentous social reforms. And to satisfy his boyhood dream of a Russian naval port, he began to
build, on a freezing swamp, a glittering new capital to be named St. Petersburg. In this welcome
reissue of Diane Stanley's acclaimed picturebook biography, her meticulously researched text and
sumptuous illustrations capture the fabulous world of seventeenth -- and eighteenth-century tsarist
Russia and the greatness of its larger-than-life leader -- a man of huge stature and tremendous spirit
whose impatience and vision, insatiable curiosity and boundless energy transformed half a
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continent.
  The Great Book of Trains Brian Hollingsworth,Arthur Cook,2001 Illustrations and descriptions
of more than 300 locomotives from the early steam pioneers of the 1830s to modern electric and
diesel locomotives and proposed locomotives for the 1990s and beyond.
  The Great American Read: The Book of Books PBS,2018-08-21 A blockbuster illustrated
book that captures what Americans love to read, The Great American Read: The Book of Books is the
gorgeously-produced companion book to PBS's ambitious summer 2018 series. What are America's
best-loved novels? PBS will launch The Great American Read series with a 2-hour special in May
2018 revealing America's 100 best-loved novels, determined by a rigorous national survey.
Subsequent episodes will air in September and October. Celebrities and everyday Americans will
champion their favorite novel and in the finale in late October, America's #1 best-loved novel will be
revealed. The Great American Read: The Book of Books will present all 100 novels with fascinating
information about each book, author profiles, a snapshot of the novel's social relevance, film or
television adaptations, other books and writings by the author, and little-known facts. Also included
are themed articles about banned books, the most influential book illustrators, reading
recommendations, the best first-lines in literature, and more. Beautifully designed with rare images
of the original manuscripts, first-edition covers, rejection letters, and other ephemera, The Great
American Read: The Book of Books is a must-have book for all booklovers.
  The Great Book of American Idioms Lingo Lingo Mastery,2019-10-13 Do you feel that it's like
pulling teeth when you want to learn new sayings? Would you like to be able to discover new
American idioms and phrases that will make communication a piece of cake? Sure, you can learn
English with a language course or a textbook just fine, and climb up the ranks in terms of your grasp
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of the language... but are you sure you can talk like a native? For starters, many expressions used by
fluent speakers of English can't exactly be learned in a book, and it can be frustrating to realize that
your formal learning hasn't been enough to teach you the way people talk in real life. Sometimes, it's
all about having the right tools at your disposal... and this is where The Great Book of American
Idioms comes in! Written to act as a powerful addition to your other English-learning resources, this
book will allow you to: Discover over 1300 different idioms and sayings, covering hundreds of
different subjects Learn the correct definition and usage of each expression, ensuring that you know
exactly when you can say them out loud during a conversation Visualize examples of the sayings in
common conversations, helping you understand their context Take advantage of important tips we
provide you in the introduction and conclusion of the book, so that you can boost your learning and
get a much better understanding of the English language. What are you waiting for? Over 1300
idioms and expressions are awaiting you! Don't miss out on learning why this dark horse will help
you see the big picture!
  The Great Book of Currier and Ives' America Walton Rawls,1991-10-17 With hundreds of
illustrations by Currier and Ives, America's preeminnet printmakers, The Great Book Of Currier and
Ives America also includes a fascinating history of everyday life in the country's turbulent formative
years. 439 illustrations, 328 in full color.
  Great Book of Hockey Stan Fischler,1997
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